
Our growing company is looking for a global product specialist. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for global product specialist

Initiate sales engagement plan with TCL sales teams
Drive and track Partner development activities
Work with Partner to develop their launch and go-to-market plans including
sales training, content development, and lead qualification, work closely with
other partnership teams (GPG, ASP) and Product management team
With TCL sales and engineering team, manage the Partner
leads/opportunities and develop proposal and solutions
Effectively articulate the new market, market’s trends and challenges and
how TCL can address the same
Developing a strong understanding of competitive product performance,
marketing, branding, messaging, and tactics
Tracking and reporting performance across product KPIs, which include sales,
revenue, client adoption, satisfaction
Working with product development and regional marketing/sales/pm
leadership, to establish and validate regional product adoption goals
Effectively interact and communicate with regional counterparts,
manufacturers, and other departments (including Project Management, QA,
and R&D/Scientific Affairs) with regard to all aspects of product compliance
and the product lifecycle
Conduct review of preliminary and concept formulas and supporting
documentation to determine overall acceptability and appropriate product
classification, for use in corporate initiatives and product launches, including
the assessment of ingredients, nutritional claims and other formula
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Qualifications for global product specialist

Passionate communicator, able to clearly articulate and influence with
messaging to all levels whilst maintaining a professional image
Natural curiosity to challenge and delve deeper into data
Digital media awareness & proficiency
Solid ability to work both proactively, independently in collaborative groups
Ability to interact confidently and enthusiastically with internal business
partners and colleagues
Superior understanding of the global mutual fund & institutional fund
industry products


